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From the ClicOutdoor Senior Partner’s Desk: 
Hi, Andrew— 

I would once again like to thank you for the trust and confidence that you have placed with ClicOutdoor in the 

design and development of your digital media assets and social media content. I, along with the entire ClicOutdoor 

team, promise to provide you with top-notch products and service, and we will faithfully fulfill every commitment 

we make. We are pleased to welcome you into the ClicOutdoor family! 

 

Objectives: 

 Streamline your transition from traditional old school tv ads to a digital content rich environment 

that provides your marketing team and partners a wealth of new digital assets that can scale up 

at anytime. 

 Improve the quality of content as well as the amount of content your team has access to, while 

lowering your costs and increasing flexibility. Our team will serve has hired guns to meet as many 

of yours needs as possible and quickly. 

 Boost your social media engagement across all your pages while building on your local initiatives 

and community involvement 

 

The Opportunity 

 Develop a new content production strategy that is more flexible and can pivot to the ever 

changing needs of your marketing team. 

 Producing more organic content faster throughout all your vehicle models, leaving no product or 

feature neglected. 

 Work with a team that already knows about your vehicles, your company culture and the local 

area. 

 

 



 

Package 1 Deliverables:  $30,000 /qtr.

Instagram Management  

- 10-15 Posts a month per account (covers up to 5 accounts) 

- Curated and crowd sourced content from your customers and provided content as well as any 

media assets we produce on your behalf 

- Includes IGTV posts, Reels, Carousel Image Posts, Stories and more. 

- Includes short video edits by our team as well as any photo edits needed to showcase high 

quality, curated content 

- Our team will collaborate to pick up vehicles on a monthly basis 

Video Content Production 

- Includes shoots that will develop raw content for your team to use as you see fit.  

- Targeted shoots around your desired shot list 

- Multiple vehicle makes and models per quarter 

- Shoots will be in diverse locations local to your region and will showcases vehicles features, 

lifestyle shots, people, pets, action and more. 

- You can expect up to 50-75 video clips per quarter.  

Ex: Drone clips, rollers, focusing on your shot list as well as our instincts  

- Includes up to 1 reshoot per vehicle 

- Covers 3 vehicles per quarter. 

Photo Content Creation 

- 100-150 raw images produced quarterly as we complete the video shoots.  

Social Media Exposure 

Across ClicOutdoor Affiliate pages on Instagram (totaling over 250,000 followers) 

- Includes 5-7 monthly features across our channels. 

- These features will highlight content we produced for you as well support any applicables sales 

or initiatives your company would like us to promote or are involved in. 

- Collaborate and activate with local influential car enthusiasts to magnify the reach and exposure 

of your content and brand as a whole.  

- This package ensures 1 million impression guarantee of Groove related featured posts per year. 

 

Package 2 Deliverables:  $50,000 /qtr.

Instagram Management  

- 10-15 Posts a month per account (covers up to 10 accounts) 

- Curated and crowd sourced content from your customers and provided content as well as any 

media assets we produce on your behalf 

- Includes IGTV posts, Reels, Carousel Image Posts, Stories and more. 



 

- Includes short video edits by our team as well as any photo edits needed to showcase high 

quality, curated content 

- Our team will collaborate to pick up vehicles on a monthly basis 

Video Content Production 

- Includes shoots that will develop raw content for your team to use as you see fit.  

- Targeted shoots around your desired shot list 

- Multiple vehicle makes and models per quarter 

- Shoots will be in diverse locations local to your region and will showcases vehicles features, 

lifestyle shots, people, pets, action and more. 

- You can expect a up to 125 video clips per quarter.  

Ex: Drone clips, rollers, focusing on your shot list as well as our instincts  

- Includes up to 1 reshoot per vehicle 

- Covers 5 vehicles per quarter. 

Photo Content Creation 

- 150-200 raw images produced quarterly as we complete the video shoots.  

Social Media Exposure 

Across ClicOutdoor Affiliate pages on Instagram (totaling over 250,000 followers) 

- Includes 7-10 monthly features across our channels. 

- These features will highlight content we produced for you as well support any applicables sales 

or initiatives your company would like us to promote or are involved in. 

- Collaborate and activate with local influential car enthusiasts to magnify the reach and exposure 

of your content and brand as a whole.  

- This package ensures 1 million impression guarantee of Groove related featured posts per year. 

 

 


